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(The analysis of the use of italics in English and Czech is based on material 
acquired from the electronic parallel English-Czech corpus KACENKA©. 1 The 
presented analysis and results are described in more detail in Slancarova 1998.2) 

I Italics in English 

From the early days of the development of human writing there have existed 
different styles of script. The reasons for the diversification of writing forms can 
be explained partly by the need to express in writing such properties of human 
communication that are in speech indicated by intonation, tone, stress, pauses 
(for instance, emphasis on a particular word or phrase; in writing it can be indi
cated by the use of italics), and partly by the demand to distinguish functions of 
individual parts of a text (such as headings, text proper, notes, etc.); partly by 
aesthetic requirements. 

KACENKA = "Korpus anglicko-£esky — ejektronicky aastroj J£atedry anglistiky FF MU 
v Bm£"; grant FR VS No. 0206, 1997. Originators of the idea of the corpus: PhDr. Jana 
Chamonikolasova and Ing. Mgr. Jifi Rambousek, Department of English and American 
Studies of Faculty of Arts, Masaryk University, Bmo. 
The aim was to begin to create a parallel corpus of texts of English and Czech fiction, as well 
as to start collecting a parallel corpus of non-fiction texts, especially of an economic or tech
nical character, and thus, among other things, to provide theoreticians of translation and lin
guists with material for their comparative and contrastive studies of English and Czech. 
The KACENKA corpus is available on CD-ROM KACENKA, KAA FF MU v Bm6, 1998 
(cf. also http://www.phil.muni.cz/angl/kacenka/kachna.html). It consists of approximately 30 
works of fiction, and a small amount of non-fiction texts concerning economy and computers. 
The data are available in Word 6.0 format. Nearly all the novels are recorded as: 
— full one-language versions (in doc-format and txt-format), 
— a parallel Word table containing both the English original and its Czech translation, corre
sponding in paragraphs, 
— a line to line correspondence text provided by the ALIGN software. 
Slancarova, D. (1998). On the Use of Italics in English and Czech. Diplomovd prdce (Bmo: 
FF MU). 

http://www.phil.muni.cz/angl/kacenka/kachna.html
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The particular features of the "semantics" of a written text can be expressed 
by various letter shapes and typefaces, size of letters, use of colors, or by global 
visual structure, organization and segmentation of the text. In my paper, 
I concentrate on one particular typeface—the italics? 

For the purposes of my analysis of the use of italics in English fiction, it was 
necessary to search through the theoretical writings on the use subject, and try 
to define in as much complete way as possible the rules of their usage in written 
texts in general (most of the rules, however, apply primarily to scholarly writ
ings, but are, as it will be seen later on, to a large extent transferable to the area 
of works of literature). I present the findings in a form of a table (Table 1). 

The table contains all the possible uses of italics as suggested by the theoreti
cians, regardless of their origin in time (the research has shown that the rules of 
the use of italics in English have changed over time - they have been redefined 
more precisely and got more complex). 

TABLE 1 
ITALICS IN ENGLISH, theory 

CATEGORY \ SUBCATEGORY EXAMPLES 
1. NAMES and 11. written art 

TITLES | 
1. books, pamphlets Wuthering Heights 

(but not sacred writ
ings: Bible, Talmud) 

i 
i 
I 
i I 

2. periodicals, 
magazines 

Time, Time Magazine 
the Reader's Digest 
New Orleans Magazine 

i 3. newspapers the Chicago Tribune 
The New York Times 

I 4. book-length poems V. 
2. government 

reports 
Uniform Crime Reports 
for the United States. 

3. legal citations Haley v. Oklahoma 

4. fictitious 
characters 

A situation demanding 
Mark Tapley. 

5. dramatic art 1. plays Merchant of Venice 

2. films/movies How the West Was Won 

3. radio and TV 
programs, series 

Meet the Press 

The typeface with letters slanting to the right was introduced in 1S01 by Aldus Manutius 
(1450-1515, Italian type founder and printer) in an edition of Vergil, printed in Venice and 
dedicated to Italy. Etymologically, the word derives from Latin Italicus ("of Italy"), going 
back to Greek Italikos 
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CATEGORY SUBCATEGORY EXAMPLES 
6. works of art 1. paintings View of Delft, La Gio-

conda 
2. sculptures Family Group 

7. music 1. longer musical 
compositions 

Berlioz' Symphonie 
fantastique (but Bee
thoven's Symphony 
No.7 in A) 

2. operas, musicals, 
ballets 

Madama Butterfly 

3. record albums 

8. ships, aircraft Queen Elizabeth 2, 
Spirit of St. Louis (but 
PT-boats, Concorde) 

9. single spacecraft, 
satellites, space 
missions 

Sputnik 11 

2. EMPHASIS 1. if spoken, the 
italicized word 
would be stressed 

He was the man last 
night. 
To Sherlock Holmes 
she is always the 
woman. 
You are so right. 

2. the italicized 
word contains the 
point 

It is not only little 
learning that has been 
exposed to disparage
ment. 

3. the word is in 
contrast to the one 
expected 

It would be an ultimate 
benefit to the cause of 
morality to prove that 
honesty was the worst 
policy. 

4. the two italicized 
words are in sharp 
contrast 

But, if the child never 
can have a dull mo
ment, the man never 
need have one. 

5. the word needs 
thinking over to 
yield its full 
content 

Child-envy is only 
a form of the eternal 
yearning for something 
better than this (i.e., the 
adult's position with all 
its disillusionments). 
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CATEGORY SUBCATEGORY EXAMPLES 
6. in dialogue, 

conveying 
unprepossessing 
or amusing 
characteristics 

3. META
LANGUAGE 
USE 

I. words (sentences) Eliminate the ain't's 
and git's from your 
speech. 
If we take such a sen
tence as I am hungry 
[...] 

2. letters of the 
alphabet 

Your r's look very 
much like your n's. 

3. numbers I can't tell your 7's 
from you 7 '5. 

4. FOREIGN 
WORDS 

1. single words or 
phrases 

1. of Latin origin But good clothes were a 
sine qua non. 

2. Latin abbreviations ibid., i.e., op. cit. 

! 

! 3. French raison d'etre, sang
froid 

4. other languages [...] what the Japanese 
called kikenshiso or 
"dangerous thoughts." 
[•••] 

2. foreign and 
English words 
mixed together, 
usually in direct 
speech; a whole 
sentence in a 
foreign language. 

"Time to go now, nicht 
wahrl" said Charlie. 
"My piSce de resistance 
will be eel-and-octopus 
croquettes." 

5. MISCEL
LANEOUS 

1. decorative use (whole text in italics) 

2. practical use 1. notes 
2. preface, dedication 
3. citation in chapter 

headings 
3. stage directions HEIDI (turning to 

ANITA): Did he call 
me? [...] 
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It is clear from the table that there are rather exact rules for the use of italics 
in the English language. It was possible to demarcate four major categories of 
the use of italics in English texts that have remained approximately the same 
over time and across the authors covered: the first category incorporates differ
ent names and titles of works of art in a broad sense (books, and periodicals, 
plays, movies, T V and radio programs, music, paintings, and sculptures, but 
also such human products as ships, aircraft, spacecraft etc.); the second category 
covers the use of italics in order to display emphasis on certain words or phrases 
(and some authors even differentiate various types of emphasis, cf. Table 1); the 
third category contains the metalanguage use of words (and also sentences, let
ters, and numbers), and finally, the fourth category of to use of italics in order to 
indicate foreign words. In the fourth category, I differentiated for reasons of 
clarity subcategories of words originating from Latin, French, and other lan
guages, and a category of whole phrases and sentences in a foreign language 
mixed with English, especially in direct speech. Finally, I have added the cate
gory of miscellaneous uses that did not seem to belong to any of the previous 
categories, covering the decorative use of italics, the practical use of italics (in 
notes, chapter headings, dedications, etc.), and italics used for stage directions 
in scripts. 

II The analysis of the use of italics in three English novels 

The next step in my work was to analyze the actual state of the use of italics 
in three English novels. The novels were deliberately chosen from different pe
riods of the history of English literature, covering approximately the whole 20"1 

century. The first two books are among the classic works of British literature: 
Thomas Hardy's Jude the Obscure (1895), and Kingsley Amis's Lucky Jim 
(1954). The third and most recent book comes from the American continent: 
Mark Frost's The List of Seven (1993). 

In short, the results of the analysis were that the theoretical assertions on the 
use of italics are applicable and applied in fiction; however, the list developed 
by theoreticians is not complete. I have developed several new categories of the 
use of italics in fiction that were not described in the theory. They are the fol
lowing (numbered in the order as they would appear in a revised Table 1, num
bers at the examples indicate page number in the particular book): 

1.1.5.—article titles. I have recorded only one occurrence in Lucky Jim {The 
Economic Influence of the Developments in Shipbuilding Techniques, 1450 to 
1485), and therefore its reliability may be questionable. 

1.7.4.—song titles. Two occurrences, in Jude the Obscure (In quo corriget) 
and Lucky Jim {Onward, Christian Soldiers). In my view, more reliable, but still 
questionable. 

3.4.—terms, appellations. Many occurrences, but only in one book, in The 
List of 7 (automatic writing, she called it; also known as sensitives; This strange 
stuff was called ectoplasm.). A compact, consistent subcategory. 
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4.1.5. —words of Italian origin. I distinguished it from subcategory of 4.1.4. 
(borrowed words of origin other than Latin and French) since they seem to form 
a rather large and frequently appearing group of foreign words. They come 
mostly from the field of music (Jude: tremolo; Jim: maestoso, allegro con 
fuoco, a presto, imbroglio; List: basso profundo). 

4.1.6. —words of Greek origin. They occurred only in Jude the Obscure 
(H KAINH AIA QHKH). 

5.2.4. —chapter titles. Only in Jude the Obscure, but they are highly probable 
to appear in other books (At Mary green, At Aldbrickham and Elsewhere). 

5.2.5. —letters. Persuasive occurrences (all three books; e.g. Jim: DEAR MR. 
JOHNS, This is just to let you no that [...] yours faithfully, Joe Higgins.; List: 
DEAREST ARTHUR, [...] your Eileen). Constant, compact. 

5.2.6. —quotations in the text proper. Not very frequent, but important. In 
Jude the Obscure ("/ have understanding as well as you; I am not inferior to 
you: yea, who knoweth not such things as these?", Job xii. 3.) some of the quo
tations are written in letters of smaller size, i.e. also graphically distinguished in 
some way. 

5.2.7. —signs, notices, headings. Their quotational nature justifies the use of 
italics (Jim: Tenor I, Tenor II; Car's for hire—Batesons—Repair's; List: Rath-
borne and Sons Publishing, Ltd., Directors). 

5.2.8. —inner monologue. Very frequent, but only in The List of 7 (Did I turn 
right or left here?; —that's quite enough of that line of thinking, Doyle [...]). 
The use of this category of italics may depend on the author's individual style. 
Medium reliability. 

5.4.—interjections. Consistent use of italics, but the category appears only in 
The List of 7 (glug. Boom, thwack, thunk). It may be also only an expression of 
author's individual style. 

Figure 1 displays the proportional number of occurrences of individual 
categories of the use of italics in each of the three books. Because the length of 
the individual books differs (Jude the Obscure contains 147,119 words, Lucky 
Jim 91,089 words, and The List of 7 contains 136,715 words), it was necessary 
to proportionalize the number of occurrence of individual categories of italics 
per 100,000 words of each of the analyzed novels (e.g. Jude the Obscure con
tains 176 total occurrence of italics, but per 100,000 words there are approxi
mately 120 occurrences). 

It can be observed that the first category of names and titles is the second 
least represented. Amis's Lucky Jim, though otherwise having the lowest scores, 
here shows the highest number of occurrences among the three books. This 
category according to the graph seems to be rather equable, there are not bigger 
differences among individual books. 

In the second category of emphasis we can find maximum differences among 
the books; Jude the Obscure has absolutely the highest number of occurrences, 
The List of 7 about a half of that number, and the number of occurrences of 
italics used for emphasis in Lucky Jim approaches zero. 
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FIGURE 1 
The proportional occurrence of different categories of italics in the ana 

lyzed corpus 

1. Names, 2. Emphasis 3. Meta- 4. Foreign 5. Miscella- Total no. of 
titles language use words neous occurrences 

UJude the Obscure • Lucky Jim OThe List of7 

The third category of the metalanguage use of italics is represented only in 
The List of Seven. The fourth category of italics indicating foreign words shows 
rather comparable data in all the three books. 

As for the miscellaneous uses of italics, The List of 7 shows the highest num
ber of occurrences. In Jude the Obscure it is also a relatively frequent category, 
but Lucky Jim presents again unimpressive data. It is, as a whole, the second 
most frequent category. 

The last column shows the total number of occurrences of all the categories 
in the three books. The novel Lucky Jim has the lowest occurrences of italics. 
The numbers acquired from the other two books are comparable. 

The analysis has demonstrated that all the main theoretically distinguished 
categories (though not all subcategories) of italics have appeared in the ana
lyzed books. This fact can be considered proof of not only the theoretical propo
sition but also of the actual existence of italics. Most of the newly added sub
categories are used consistently throughout the individual books, and rules for 
their usage can be easily defined. 

Ill Italics in Czech 

When trying to determine the rules for the use of italics4 in Czech, I could not 

The Czech term for italics is kurziva, from Latin currere to run. The technical printing term 
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follow the same procedure as in the case of italics in English, because manuals 
describing the various situations in which italics should or can be used are not 
available. In theoretical literature I have found only a few references mainly 
concerning the use of various graphical devices in general rather than italics in 
particular. No exact theoretical rules dealing with the use of italics in Czech are 
available. 

From the theoretical works it can be concluded that italics are used in Czech 
writing, but mostly for decorative or practical reasons (categories 5.1. and 5.2. 
as defined in Table 1), and this applies especially to technical writing. 

Since the rules of the use of italics in Czech have not yet been formulated in 
sufficient detail, I was forced to analyze several Czech novels of this century 
(I have chosen authors whom I consider most influential and formative for the 
style of the Czech literature in the 20 ,h century, i.e. Karel Capek: Vdlka s mloky, 
Jarmila Glazarova: Vldijdma, Karel Polacek: Bylo nds pe*t, Milan Kundera: 2ert, 
Ludvik Vaculfk: Mordata, Pavel Kohout: Kde je zakopdn pes, Ludvik Vaculik: 
Jak se dild chlapec), to look for the use of italics in these novels, and to try to 
formulate certain rules of their usage. The different categories of italics used in 
English text served as a framework which was accordingly supplemented. 

TABLE 2 
ITALICS IN CZECH, summary 

CATEGORY SUBCATEGORY EXAMPLES 
1. NAMES and 

TITLES 
1. written art 1. books Janua Unguarum aperta 

Pad do Malstrdmu 
2. EMPHASIS 1. if spoken, the 

italicized word 
would be stressed 

Myslbek delal svobodu 
taky jako nahou zenu a 
Ales ze nakreslil feku Jiz-
eru dokonce jako tfi nahe 
zeny to bude uzasny film 

2. the italicized 
word contains the 
point 

Alexej citil skuteSnou 
bolest, [...] takze mu po 
tvari stekal skutecny pot. 
ted'...ted...ted 

3. the word is in 
contrast to the 
one expected 

ackoli jsme si m61i Stafetu 
pfedavat zcela nevidanym 
zpusobem (pfejimaci bezec 
b£zel proti nam) 

4. the two italicized 
words are in 
sharp contrast 

ale nebylo to najednou 
prdtelske tykani, nybrz 
tykani ufedni a hrozive 

italika is not commonly used. The word htrziva has one more sense, it designates a special 
journalistic genre: a short column printed in italics with the characteristics of a causerie. 
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CATEGORY SUBCATEGORY EXAMPLES 
5. the word needs 

thinking over to 
yield its full 
content 

ze se musim trochu vie 
vSnovat zivotnim radostem 
fikds, ze jsem stard 

3. META
LANGUAGE 
USE 

1. words, sentences 
— examples in 
expository 
writing 

Cizi mistni jmena psana se 
spojovnikem se sklofiuji 
jako celek, napf. Alma-Ata, 
Baden-Baden, Port-Louis. 

4. terms, 
appellations 

tak feceni ministfi 

5. MISCEL
LANEOUS 

1. decorative use => 1. journalistic 
genres 

column, feuilleton, anec
dote, piece of weather-lore, 
causerie 

=> 2. distinction of 
a level of a text 

e.g. in Pavel Kohout's Kde 
je zakopdn pes 

2. practical use 4. chapter titles, 
headings of 
articles 

e.g. in textbooks, in news
papers — Pfedpotopni 
)eMfi holduji krdse a 
mlddi 

5. letters, notes, 
telegrams 

Zbloudilko, to je pro tebe. 
mdme mrtve burywood je 
cely smeten do more 

6. quotations from 
well-known 
works 

at' smutek neni spojovdn 
s mym jmenem, ta 
FuCikova vfcta 

7. signs, notices Vstupne 2 K5 
Nezamistnanym vstup 
zakdzdn 

=> 9. parts of or 
whole articles, 
records, essays 
quoted 

e.g. in Karel Capek's 
Vdlka s mloky 

=> 10. songs, tunes 
quoted 

Ej, svitilo slunedko na naSu 
zahrddku 

=> 11. poems, folk 
verses, rhymes 
quoted 

Kldskem hubenym je tilo 
tve / z nejz zrno vypadlo a 
nevzklitt [...] 

3. stage directions Pierre (s nadeji v hlase): 
Marie! 

Table 2 summarizes all the categories and subcategories of the use of italics 
in Czech that appear in the Czech theory on italics and in the Czech novels 
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analyzed. Newly added subcategories are numbered sequentially (with respect 
to Table 1), and indicated by the sign "=>". 

I have partially redefined the second category of emphasis. This category is 
not, in my view, subdivided into as many subcategories as it is in English, and 
more detailed distinctions are unnecessary. I also slightly redefined the subcate
gories 3.1. (italics for the metalanguage use of words or sentences are connected 
with italicized examples in expository writing), 5.2.4. (I added headings of arti
cles to chapter titles, and specified the spheres of writing—it appears usually in 
technical and journalistic texts), and 5.2.6. ("quotations from the Bible and the 
classics in the text proper" were substituted by "quotations from well-known 
works"). The category 5.1.1. is important (it was already mentioned that the 
word kurziva does not indicate only a typeface but also a journalistic genre). 
The category 5.1.2. can be found e.g. in Kohout's Kde je zakopdn pes, where 
every even numbered chapter is printed in italics and brings reflections of past 
events and the causes of things, while in the chapters printed in roman type cur
rent events are described in chronological order. 

It may be claimed that italics do appear in Czech writing, but norms for their 
usage are not so systematically and well defined as they are in English; the rules 
do not seem to be normative. In Czech texts italics seem to play a less important 
role than in English—perhaps owing to a different language structure5 

(evidence for this can be seen in those Czech novels in which italics do not ap
pear at all, i.e. Polacek, or only rarely in both Vaculik's novels). The several 
categories of the use of italics appearing consistently in the analyzed novels 
seem to be italics used for indicating emphasis (but their extent is limited), ital
ics used for indicating semantically important parts of a text, italics for exam
ples in expository writing, the decorative use italics in columns, feuilletons and 
the like, the practical use of italics for quoting letters, citing poems, songs, and 
articles, transcribing notices and signs, and italics for notes in scripts. However, 
in order to obtain totally reliable data about the actual use of italics in Czech 
writing, a much more detailed analysis of not only fiction, but also of technical 
and journalistic texts by a larger number of authors would be needed. 

IV Italics in the Czech translations of the three English novels 

In this part of my paper I submit the results of the analysis the use of italics in 
the Czech translations of the three English novels, Hardy's Neblahy Juda 
(translated by Marta Stankova), Amis's St'astny Jim (translated by Jin Mucha), 
and Frost's Seznam sedmi (translated by Jiri Rambousek). 

Here we should mention the fact that the English language with its fixed word-order needs 
italics in writing so as to express emphasis on the rheme of the sentence that is in speech indi
cated by stress on the particular word. In Czech this can be done by re-arranging the word-
order appropriately, the rheme is placed towards the end of the sentence, and then no italics 
are necessary. 
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Milan Hrdlicka in his article on formal graphical equivalence of the original 
and its translation6 claims that the graphical realization of a text is a very im
portant aspect of translation and which is an area largely ignored by the theory 
of translation. Formal graphical equivalence is, according to him, the appropri
ate functional equivalence of graphical devices used in a text, i.e. print (type and 
size), spatial organization of a text (paragraphs, stanzas, setting off), and 
graphic marks (punctuation, mathematical symbols, etc.). 

The focus of my analysis is, then, to discover whether the use of italics in the 
Czech translations corresponds to the Czech rules of the use of italics (as de
scribed above), or whether it is influenced by the norm of the English original, 
and to what extent. At the same time I want to find out whether there are differ
ences among individual translators in their attitude to this formal aspect of 
translation. And finally, I aim to show whether some development can be seen 
in the translators' awareness of the appropriate transfer of italics. 

IV.l Neblahyjuda 

Marta Stankova in her translation of Hardy's Jude the Obscure (1975) very 
obediently observes the norms of the use of italics in the original. Of 176 occur
rences of italics in the English text, she keeps 128, i.e. 73 percent of all the 
English occurrences, and omits italics only in 48 instances. It means that nearly 
three fourths of the italics are transferred into Czech. 

Italics are not used for chapter titles (5.2.4.) and citations in chapter headings 
(5.2.3.). This, however, might have been done by the typographer, and moreo
ver, the demarcation of the instances of these categories is carried out by other 
graphical devices such as capital letters and setting off by several lines. Italics 
in the first category of names and titles are mostly transferred (cf. autor Apolo-
gie, Cowperova Apokryfni evangelia, etc.; but: dve knihy Iliady). 

Staftkova keeps the use of italics for emphasis, with only a few exceptions 
that seem to be mere oversights rather than deliberate omissions. Several times 
when italics used for emphasis appear in letters, Stankova does not use them, 
but she manages to indicate the graphical distinction relevant for meaning of the 
text by using leaded letters. In my view, the use of italics for emphasis, espe
cially in categories 2.1. (the italicized word would be stressed, if spoken) and 
2.2. (the italicized word contains the point) is not necessary in Czech writing 
because the emphasis can be expressed by e.g. changing the word order. 

Cf.: 
— Jd jsem to nehodila, namouduSi.—suggested translation would be: To jsem 

ale opravdu nehodila ja; 
— Tys to nehodila, ty urcite ne!—good translation, the emphasis is conveyed 

in "ty ur£ite ne!", italics are superfluous; 
— Nendvidim takovy podvod [...]—re-arranging of the word-order would help; 

6 HrdliCka 1995.27-32. 
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— Kdyz o torn mluvime, nejlepsi z zen jsi pro mne ty.—good translation, be
cause of the end position of the word "ty" italics are superfluous; 

— Musim si zvykat na povinnosti hospodyne.—irrelevant italics. 

Marta Stankova is able to recognize and to retain the slight shifts in meaning 
indicated in English by italics, and she does it even by re-arranging the word 
order. The point is that she inconsiderately, automatically takes up the graphical 
norm of the original. 

As for the fourth category of foreign words, italics are mostly kept with the 
exception when the foreign words have to be translated by a Czech expression 
(e.g. other impedimenta v. ostatnich v£ci; affinity in posse between herself and 
him v. ze by si mohli byt blizci; aplomb v. s sebejistotou, protegee v. vyvolena). 
Stankova does not keep italics for letters (5.2.5.) consistently (e.g. V upominku 
za dobrou radu. v. Sla jsem k rodicum. Nevratim se.). Similarly, citations in the 
text proper are mostly written in roman letters. 

IV.2 St'astnyjim 

In Stastny Jim (1959) the translator Jifi Mucha kept exactly one half of the 
italicized expressions. Out of the total of 42 occurrences of italics in the English 
original, 21 occurrences appear also in the Czech translation, 21 occurrences are 
left out. 

In most cases Mucha holds the italicized names of magazines (1.1.2.) and 
newspapers (1.1.3.), several times he uses the general word "noviny" instead of 
the English title, mostly in order to prevent declining the English title. We know 
from the previous chapter that names of periodicals are not italicized in Czech, 
but Mucha keeps them italicized so as to distinguish the English title of a peri
odical (the titles are not translated into Czech) from the surrounding Czech text. 
Mucha also keeps italics in foreign words (4,h category), e.g. zpusobem zvanym 
d bee; obrazy tout court; La rigolade, c 'est autre chose. Sometimes the foreign 
word has to be translated into Czech (cf. compos mentis v. pfi vedomi) and then 
italics are not used. 

Mucha uses italics for transcription of signs and notices (5.2.7.) with the ex
ception of Tenor I, Tenor II. The title of the book (category 1.1.1.) in instance 
The Lesson of Spain is not italicized but placed in quotation marks ("SpanSlska 
otazka"). The title of the article (1.1.5.) about The Economic Influence of[...] is 
kept italicized. Mucha does not italicize the names of songs (1.7.4.), boats (1.8.) 
and emphasized words (2nd category). This corresponds to my theoretical find
ings about the rules of the use of italics in Czech. 

The biggest discrepancy between the theoretical rules and the actual usage of 
italics in the translation can be found in the category of letters (5.2.5.): Mucha 
transcribes all of them in roman letters, not in italics. On the whole it can be 
said that Mucha uses italics discreetly and in reasoned cases, though his use of 
italics does not always correspond to the rules suggested in the chapter on the 
use of italics in Czech. 
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IV J Seznam sedmi 

Jin Rambousek in his translation of The List of 7 (1995) transfers 58 percent 
of italics, i.e. 112 occurrences, 42 per cent, i.e. 82 occurrences of italics out of 
194 total occurrences are not transferred. We observe however, one interesting 
fact — eight instances of italics appear only in the Czech translation and not in 
the original. It is the phrase "petit mal" that is not italicized in English (either an 
omission or a phrase felt as domesticated), but it is italicized in Czech (it is in 
correspondence with the findings about the use of italics in Czech, the fourth 
category). Eventually, the names on the novel's eponymous list of seven are not 
italicized in the original, but its italicization in Czech corresponds to the theo
retical rules suggested above. 

Titles of books (1.1.1.) are kept in italics, the only exception being the Iliad 
(cf. Neblahy Juda). In accordance with the theoretical rules, the name of a peri
odical (1.1.2.) is not italicized. The titles of plays (1.5.1.) are italicized, but not 
consistently (only three out of five occurrences — omissions?). 

Italics used for emphasis are, in my view, transferred only in reasoned cases 
that I would label as semantically important parts of the text, and the simple 
cases connected with functional sentence perspective are not italicized. The 
translator seems to have shown awareness of the existence of a norm, though 
not written and he has transferred the italics in agreement with the main tende n-
cies of the Czech language. 

Italics of the third category (metalanguage use of words and term) are trans
ferred in about half of all instances. Latin words (4.1.1.) are not italicized in 
four out of the six instances, French (4.1.3.) are not italicized in six out of ten 
cases; this is sometimes caused by the fact that the foreign expression could not 
be used in the Czech text and had to be translated (e.g. foie gras v. krem z 
husich jater). Instances of words coming from other languages than Latin and 
French are nearly always italicized. The category 4.2. is italicized in Czech only 
in the final English (Czech)—German dialogue, Russian phrases of H. P. 
Blavatsky are not italicized. Remember that the Czech theoretical rules state 
that dialogues where the native tongue mixes with some other language are not 
italicized. 

A l l the first three subcategories of the fifth category, i.e. letters (5.2.5.), cita
tion in the text (5.2.6.), and headings (5.2.7.)—in correspondence with the sug
gested rules—are italicized. Inner monologues (5.2.8.) are italicized consis
tently, and interjections (5.4.) in adequate cases—these two categories, 
however, do not appear in the categories suggested in the previous chapter. 

It may be said that the influence of the norm of the original is rather high (cf. 
Neblahy Juda), and translators are not consistent in transferring individual cate
gories of italics/occurrences belonging to one category, however, the analysis 
reveals a certain progress in viewing the problem of transfer of italics in Eng
lish-Czech translation. The translation of Jude the Obscure by Marta Stafikova 
shows that the translator very closely observed the English norm, and partially 
disregarded the specific character of the Czech language. Jifi Mucha's transla-
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tion of Lucky Jim does not reveal larger discrepancies between the theoretical 
rules and the actual usage of italics in the Czech text. Jin Rambousek's transla
tion of The List of 7 shows the highest level of awareness of the Czech norm of 
the use of italics and of the specifics of the Czech language and style, and he 
seems to transfer the italics only in well-reasoned cases. 

It seems that recent translations reveal more awareness of differing stylistic 
specifics of English and Czech. Translators as well as the theoreticians of 
translation have started to pay more attention to formal graphical aspect of 
translation. This paper can be considered a modest contribution to the topic. 
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